ABSTRACT-In order to choose the right statistical test, when analyzing the data from an experiment, we must have at least a decent understanding of some basic statistical terms and concepts; some knowledge about few aspects related to the data we collected during the research/experiment (e.g. what types of data we have -samples, normal distribution with parameters, power of tests, how the data are organized, how many study groups (usually experimental and control at least) we have, are the samples paired or unpaired, and are the sample(s) extracted from a normally distributed/Gaussian population);a good understanding of the goal of our statistical analysis; we have to parse the entire statistical protocol in an well structured -decision tree /algorithmic manner, in order to avoid some mistakes.
INTRODUCTION
Suppose we have a sample that depends on a normal distribution with parameters And and other independent sample depends on from another parameters of normal distribution And . Now compare them taken by the change of parameters μ x -μ y . In fact the word μ x -μ y is -.now we have:
If is known, the confidence interval for μ x -μ y is based on:
It is having normal distribution. And confidence interval will be in the form:
Usually, it is not known and shall be calculated from the data of the joint calculation of a sample variance,
Where: and similar to . It has distribution with degree of freedom.
Theorem:
Expression has hi-square distribution with Degree of freedom. Now, based on the above definition we must show that statistics be expressed as the quotient of a random variable having a normal distribution of regulated and square root of a random variable with the distribution of hi-square dashed for degree of freedom. Now we remember the above theorem that And are random variables having distribution Hi-square with and degrees of freedom and are independent respectively after and They are such. So their sum is more hi-square with m + n-2 degrees of freedom. Now, we express statistics as report , where
The standard deviation for found through:
Corollary: Regarding assumptions Theorem 1, the confidence interval For is Significance level α in which the test is concluded. So greater, it is the power. 3.
Smaller standard deviation greater power.
4.
The volume of sample n and m. The largest volume of samples greater power.
Required sample size can be determined from the importance of the test, standard deviation, and the power required alternative hypothesis, Calculation of the power of the volume of sample testing is done by aligning large normal distribution.
We assume that given σ, α and Δ and the volume of the two samples are n. Then . We will work with change and they are independent of the:
Where ρ is the correlation coefficient. A calculation of the ordinary Is and , the average change. From derived from that:
Now on the other hand we assume that the experiment is made by taking two independent samples with n X-a and n Y-a. Therefore, It can be calculated more and comparing the two calculations variances see variance is small if the correlation is positive. In these circumstances it is more effective coupling. In a simple case in which two variances can be expressed simply more with:
In pair case:
And in the case of non-couple and relative efficiency is:
